
Calling all members of our vibrant Winnipeg theatre community!

Prairie Theatre Exchange (PTE) Board of Directors is currently seeking exceptional individuals to  
join our Board of Directors.

Prairie Theatre Exchange, nestled in the heart of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Treaty 1 Territory, is more than 
just a theatre company. It is a dynamic hub of thoughtful creativity, where diverse voices intertwine 
to create captivating performances that resonate with our ever-evolving communities and audiences. 
Our vision for PTE is to be vital, relevant, and responsive, a true home for interdisciplinary and diverse 
works that celebrate the tapestry of human experiences. To learn more about our vision, values, 
mandate, and priorities, I encourage you to explore our strategic plan.

We welcome candidates from various backgrounds, representing the rich tapestry of pluralism in our
community. We embrace and celebrate the unique perspectives of individuals from IBPOC, 2SLGBTQ+,
and other communities protected from discrimination in Canada. We also extend a special invitation  
to those new to the realm of not-for-profit governance, as we believe in fostering new perspectives  
and nurturing the next generation of leaders.

The role of a PTE Board Director is one of stewardship, where you will help guide the organization
with leadership, upholding our vision, values, and priorities. Your commitment will involve attending
monthly meetings, with additional opportunities to serve on a committee of the Board, further
engaging with our artistic community.

PTE Board members are asked to support through the purchase of seasonal subscriptions and an  
annual donation that holds personal significance. Board appointments are typically for a three-year 
term, with options for renewal, providing a rewarding opportunity to make a lasting impact.

To express your interest, please submit a statement to the attention of the Nominating Committee 
(board@pte.mb.ca) along with your current curriculum vitae. This is a momentous time for PTE, as 
we envision the renewal of our shared abode and the revitalization of the downtown core. We seek 
Directors who are passionate about navigating change, igniting imagination, and leaving an indelible 
mark on the cultural landscape. 

Expressions of interest will be accepted on a rolling basis through February 2024, or until filled.
 

Your consideration in joining our Board is appreciated.
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